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THE MOBUSM M 0 ‘ ITS IITJSRATORl
This study iai an attempt to discover the different
levels Of aeMevement in terms of Measurable information
that junior high^sobdol pupils possess at the beginning of
an Industrial-arts exploratory course. The information
gained from the investigation is intended for use in Individ**
ual and group guidance of pupils and.for improving the quality
and the effectiveness of ia&ustrial~arts instruction#
%
Hewkirk and Greene^ express the Idea that the diagnosis of 
skill and knowledge of the Individual Indus trial«*arte pupil*
■as well as that of the class* is of great value in promote 
ing. instructional efficiency,
• Teacher planning in ln&ustrial~arta is somewhat more' 
complicated than in. some subject matter fields.* This 
situation is due in part to the confusion that exists in. 
the ranks of Industrlal^arts education! for leading indust** 
rial**erbs educators have expressed much indecision as to 
the principles and practices of an Industrial-arts program.* 
Thus.*: it is understandable that even more confusion must
* louis V* Mewkirk and .Harry. A# Greene# Tests and 
Measurements . in Industrial Education (lew forks lohn Wiley
andBonsTTno # yf l$35'f *v pp#'
erist in the minds of administrators who are trying to fit
2
an Industrial-arts program Into the school curriculum* 
Moreover| there is a trend toward Increasing the respond** 
fciiity placed'on,the{ish0nM©rs\^Lthe ■industrial**arts'- 
instructors $ and many times this includes the development of 
.the '• course vof study as -well'; as the: individual course;' plann-
fhe- Indus trial-arts movement has undergone several' 
groat' changesi .the most■ important influence*. perhaps, was • 
.the Smith-Hughes Act, which clearly defined vocational 
education*: fhia act resulted in emphasis heing placed on 
vocational ■ education ■ -and only ■ recently has; iadtui trial-art s r
■4hegan to assume .importance op,. its; own' merits# ■
frank €* Moore^has defined industrial arts as one*
of the practical'arts# a form -of non-voeational education* 
which 'has- for its purpose giving information a tout and ex­
perience in the use of tools, materials, and processes 
.Incident .generally to the home'and industry*, 'this viewpoint
• B Edward hi Myers* "Ihe Host twenty fears In Indust­
rial Arts* "Industrial Arts and focatlonal.Education* 40*
317 * October# :'liiIn'Tn'
•^fofcuf# fries©* Course Making in Industrial gdu- 
cation (Peoria* 111*: Manual Arts Press* 1946)* pp* 7-8*
-4 Ivors*.-.on*..cit** pp* 317* ;•
* t > * ■ ■>‘g  .
frank 0* Moore*. "Improving Instruction in Indust­
rial Arts,* "American focatlonal Journal* £2:7, flay.*, 1947#
%
the! change that haa token place from the
turn of ,th©. centofy to tilne present# ;,j». |^ ;.|^ ©:;tt©i3t4©s 
iiii^ ©ti?iai^ ©tts instruction empMaleed ot~
sldlls tcM>X j^eesees^.t^
being, to*. Produce; a. ©kil|^ i.^ 3rt^ 3rt.; .--the, present idev object*.. 
.Syss^  such .aai:;:^}; dato^ aat.ia .juUastryf^ in^  ^ -
aii&^us©!.- {aJ self -^ isoipdiBQ aadinitiative^ (4) cooperative 
attitude©!, (B.) ,$at©byt <41 iat©ir©0t.aiii.,a©M©t©^ ' :
mmatj. (7) I8|\:drawing 4**d desigui--and
<9h shopottXXs teas .to' rei^ee'bh© earlier
objectives.*. fhe:iu^  ^ resultQf this change of motives
. da.. that not all of; the industrial-arbs educators .;hayo- accept­
ed the' .new. ot^ eehives*
The investigator hopes th a t th is  study will ait the 
' -, industrial-arts instructor ,1a solvihgon© -of his many problems | 
namely* improving the cuaMtyand /effectiveness of. industrial- 
.arts instruction ;on .both tb© individual and class, level* 
fhi© objective can he achieved through the location of 
achievement levels, in terms of measurable infotmtion that 
Junior-high school, pupils, possess at the beginning of an 
exploratory industrial-arts course * With the location of 
this informtlon, the industrial-arts instructor may better
„ B • • } ' I ?* ** * '
adjust his planning to., the. actual'needs of his class#.
4 .
r.i*.
It was the purpose of; this ■ study ^ to 'eonsirdeb'.' uh& use 
a paper and pencil test for discovering* in .terms of measure* 
meat kho^edge,^ 'level, of J\mior*^igh 6ohool ‘f
pupils at the start of m  iadustriai^arts exploratory course*
. the foilov/ins 'AefiMtioas apply to terms f recently 
used ip..tliie.,st^ ri.. Knowledge is considered as the acquaint- 
anoe with facts and things | Measurement Knoy/ledge Is . thought 
of as aofuaintauce .with'those facta and things that are 
- capable of being computed* ^ compared or represented by ai ;: ' ■' . ■ 5 - ‘
standard* or porportioned by rule.*., Skill» as used by Selri%9
*1 ‘ ” *'
and fryklund*^ is interpreted as applied knowledge*,
It was recoganised that , measurement, knowledge was 
one..'of .'many' Industrial^arts readiness factors: that was Imports
ant-md one that wo.uld lend itself to study*.therefore*, this,. . . ■ . . . . ■ ■ ? *.
investigation is limited to that ...one factor* Measurement 
knowledge was selected for Investigation1 because of the 
infeatigator*s belief that such knowledge is a prime factor 
|f students' are to make'satisfactory progress la an industrial** 
arts program* Furthermore * under special abilities, in the. aims. 
Of education section*,..the frade and Industry Bducatloa Service
J  ^E* W* ielYldge and Verne C* Fryklund* Principles of. 
■frade and Industrial teaching (Peoria; iXl*i0has*' &*■ Bennett
B
of the,.Mvi0i0B;of this factor in
Q
the Virginia Indus trial., Arts Hand took» Greene*, Jorgensen*;
and Gerberich also believe ttot inaustrial^arts instruction 
could be made more effectiire through the appraisal of pupil1 s 
measurement knowledge*
fh© literature of the, Indus trial-*nrts Education field 
was .explored, for material pertinent to the problem, and no 
directly related information concerning the problem ?/as die- ' 
cohered#
the need for an achievement test of measurement 
knowledge was ■evident, throughout the fourteen years of 
IndastriaX*arts teaching experinec© of. the Investigator* 
Actually the need for a device to measure, the achievement 
level of the individual' and class, measurement knowledge at 
the beginning, of .an Indus trial*arts exploratory course had 
always seemed to existMeasurement knowledge in Induct* 
?lal**artd is slailiar In all psychological aspects to know­
ledge in other school, subjects that‘are now being' measured 
effectively with an objective^type examination. Data
6 Virginia Industrial Arts Handbook* 1948 llichmondi 
fhe frade'l'iSa;lSSu3tH^r’MucatiohlsSvi0e of the'division 
of focatlonal Education State Board of Education* 1948) * 
part I*, pp* 13*14#.
*•
1 0 Mewklrk and Greene,, op*, pit*, p, 14
school {Mew^ SorSl
secured through the use,of a measurement teowlsdge. objective 
type %&&%$& •&&& superior to the teaoh©r *s umldedjudge** i; 
ment and should greatly Improve shop instruotioa*^ 
8elyidge,..aad fryfclund^ also state.that. a programof testing 
is- most effective when it is used for diagnosing individual 
learning: difficulties: eyed, individual needs* fhe development 
of .achievement ..tests, designed especially for' this field should 
.encourage shop instructors: to- dot amine the readiness of 'their 
pupils for the in&ustrial**arts course#
the Measurement taowledge test was- constructed for use 
in junior^high school; exploratory Industrial^rfs. courses, in 
the,I$jrt&!ffl^  ^ Public Schools 9 end: pupils, in the
sitth#;!-seventh#. -m%. eighth grades for the school ^session, of 
1951^52 were selected as subjects for .the study# Mo attempt 
was;made-.'through, the use-of-the*-test to.,establish:;
.levels and norms .other than for- use in the: public .School-,,
Syetem;,ef .Portsiiiouthf,:firglnia#. ;
). .... ( 5_ _.    . ...
: :-.Il*, MOGWMRE
fhe primary step in. the construction of the industrial** 
arts mea0uren^,4,hnc^edge\test ,me...the:,collectio»'of data 
from- which test items; could be formulated*, the. cueetlonnair©
method'was selected as the means to secure the necessary data*
■ - #*. .»■<
Newkirk and Oreene.,. op«. pit.-, pp.,43-45..
12 3elvtage and Fryklpria, jag. e|*., p. 360.
W  .fpKMp^ RB flp*#Mlp#|i* w  ^
Ip .of ■ the ' . suggestions
revealed in. the,, Researeh Bnllstln^ ^ fhe ,<^st|^im^6t**- 
deyelsped by ibt^.. " w©a?e
closely followed by the in^estigatprj the measwement know* 
ledge items^ selected fpr toolusioa in the tiuestloamalre 
check lists tore- selected tram the official Virginia ©Xem* 
entary state course ,.of, study.* elementary text hooks, and 
elementary source books* The iteM selected represented the 
measurement knowledge that should haye been acquired by the 
pupils in previous elementary experiences*
Analogous measurement, to itema were classified
into fifteen, different, seotipne*. -fhe,, questionnaire recipe.
dents*, all th© white industrialrarts teachers in Virginia* 
were given instructions to place cheek marks by each Item 
showing the amount of measurement skill ,and knowledge they 
believed, a junipr^high schopl pupil should possess as he 
enters; :m, industrial*arts. exploratory course* Gheck marks 
.were placed in the., .columns labled Hone* little* Much* and 
Mastery* The terms *skill” and "knowledge” were defined on 
the questionnaire for ease of interpretation* Spaces were 
provided in which ..additional Items (could -be, added ..by the ; 
induqtrial^arts instructors .too .answered .the questionnaire*
' ”$he Questionnaire *” Research Bulletin of the
fational Education Association, Vol* (Washingtons
ational Education Association^ 1930) , pp.’ -X4~24* • - 
-14 See Questionnaire* pp*« 12*14
.A.pfaiimihsry, made using '
f ive,. instructors in,, the Portsmouth!, Virginia
.city school system* Revision ofbhe instrument was made in-, 
line with this. try-out* One
major -change wm  pxd%,. in the. form "of the column lay-out to 
facilitate easier; reading' .and. cheeking. of 'items* A letter 
of transmittal^^ ’was developed ..explaining the.purpose-and. 
stating sponsorship fcy the Virginia State Supervisor of trade 
and Industry-* Several questions were added'to the general 
information section of the questlonnaire at the request of 
the Oepartment of frade and industry* this general-inform" 
nation section was included to.secure background information 
about, the recipients of .the, quest iotmaire*
The ■questionnaire was- mailed to all white industrial**
.arts teachers la- Virginia* The,, mailing list- was supplied
by the'State Department of Trade .and Industry and included.
the names of 187 white industrial-arts instructors* Two-
Iffollow-up cards ' were, sent out; the first* ten .days after
1 ■ I
the questionnaire was mailed |- and the second, twenty "days 
later.* Replies were .reoieved from .127 of the 187' instructors 
a 88 per cent return*. fhe returns included four question*
* it r % ’ *
' Res Appendix/A* p^55
16 1 ‘' See Appendix A* p*-56
17 See Appendix A* p*(57
natres which’.were marked; unclaimed*. three which ?/ere not. 
,©<pi|leted.beeaqso ,tfce addressees :were
and five,;toic|i .w8rQ; marked lncprrectly 5: .there^ 03?e>' ’a "total;.
> •
•qf eoifld. **0$ used*,. .The r^ oaining. .3JLB
replies, were ..employed;, in identifying, which, measurement 
t^odwX01^ -^.item§L.were, to- be included in t^he.test*
x i
THE BEmOfUMT; OF THE -IHDDSfEXAh-ARTS
fhf. measurement knowledge items. - checked' by;the’ In*. , ,. 
dusbriaX-arts instructors on, the questioimaire were ’ be • serve 
as. the. basis .for -construction.. -of ■ the. measurement knowledge. 
test* . After-the ’test was constructed and following two re* 
visions *. the. final form of the - instrument -was' given' to. 221 
Jurior-higb school, pupils taking exploratory industrial-arts 
courses* The reliability of"-the test'was checked statistically 
and norms for Portsmouth, Virginia school system were 
established*
1* QD1ST10WA1KS DATA
the industrial-arts measurement ■knowledge test, was do* 
signed as, a pencil and paper type test,^ so the. ;.slglll (perfor­
mance) factor was not includedf only the knowledge (admeasure­
ment ) factor was considered in this study^ Inclusibn or reject* 
ion of measurement taowXe&ge items' for, test .items- was- deter­
mined' by classifying the items checked by. .the respondents ■into 
columns labled "much" and "mastery" .as one category* and 
columns "little” and "none” as another category* The
18 Surra* p* S.*
1 1
measurement Knowledge Items cheeked by a majority or over 50 
per cent of the respondents in the columns "much" and .."mastery* 
were selected'.for inclusion in/the teste
Om s o h .practice and experience in teaching are factors 
which pay bereXied upon to help -define, ■"judgment concerning 
areas of knowledge about which pupils should know* fhe inves­
tigator selected the industrial-arts. instruetors,of the state 
to help'-Judge which measurement knowledge the. test should be 
concerned with*
fhe general information section of the questionnaire 
showed, .that the average Virginia Industrial-arts instructor 
had approximately ten years teaching experience in his field
‘V
and represented twenty-six different fields of Industrial-arts 
instruction*, ranging; from ■the-fourth grade through - college 
level* fhe heaviest concentration of experience was in- the 
eighth grade through the eleventh grade; and furthermore* the 
school year 1950-51 found the majority of the Industrial-arts 
instructors .also teaching in, those grades*. Another interest­
ing fact disclosed that a major number of the school systems
>
represented by/the ilSshpp instructors began industrial-arts 
programs... in the,, seventh or..eight grades* therefore* the in- 
vestigator believes that the opinions expressed by the indust- 
rial-arts instructors who represent such a wide range of
Q ** ■»
See Questionnaire. p. 12-14.
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experience and training* afford a valid basis for the con-
.strnetion of questions In the junior-high school measurement
80 ’;ka0wledge tost,# ,'” -.fM questionnaire' tabulation .Indicated that 
forty-nine items in. thirteen sections should.be included la 
•the measurement knowledge test# The, sections, iabled Metric 
:Measd^ /^-Oub^ c..Measure#, -and, formulas, were checked ^ little**
§f ^aone  ^'by a large percentage of tbe Industrial-arts in- 
structors Therefore* test items "cap*
' and ;,,ounce^  in. the Madid 'Measure. Section-* as. well m  , 
gTse" in-the Bmbol iectiom were also excluded as the basis 
for' test,* Inch* foot* yard* and doxsn were the only items* 
out Of over a hundred choices that the Industrial-arts in- 
struetors selected for inclusion by nearly unaminous opinion* 
All Items in the Mnear Measure- .Seetlqa were cheeked as im­
portant enough to be used as bases for test questions#
Thirty-f our items, out of the f orty-nine selected by the .shop 
instructors for inclusion were chosen by more. than, a & to 1 
mjpMty* .while thirty-four of the fifty-two items were ex- 
eluded by the same ratio* - the selection and. rejection of .items 
to be included in the .measurement knowledge test by theindust- 
rlal-arts teachers indicated a close agreement in.a 'majority 
o f ■ cases.*;
Mewiirk and Greene, op*, cit,. p*. 38*
81 ■ *
See Table X* pp. ie-18*
tabhs $
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INDUSTRIAL-ARTS TEACHERS CHOICES OP ITEMS FOR 
INCLUSION IN A MEASUREMENT KNOWLEDGE TEST
VALUE VALUE
H M
0 L ur:
M I Os,
I f
m
•ti, -JClr.i.
L
a*
N
OL 
N I
If
T
L
U)
0.
B
Linear Measure
taw';.
foot
Inch
Half Inch 
Quarter Inch 
-Eighth' Inch 
Sixteenth Inch
Metric Measure
Meter
Decimeter
Centimeter
Millimeter
Kilometer
Kilowatt■
Kilocycle
a. Angle 
° Degree
ATriangle 
%Per ©ant 
\r Square Boot
Mould Measure
m
m
96)
84
104
109
108
109
101
108
7
6
6
14
76 89
88 47
88 87
88 87
89 86
67 48
47 66
86 89
aallon
quart- ’,
Bint
Pint 
Cup *■
0UE.ee
Decimal gy
1* jhole Htimher 
*1 tenth 
♦ 01 Etmdredth 
tOOl Thousandth 
#0001 Ten Thousandth 
#00001 ffimdred *
#0 0 0 0 0 1  Millionth
eg * .v-<;
ircle 
Straight Line 
Bight ..ingle. ":,viT 
Angle. ■ ,
Angle u 
Angle 
Acute Angle 
Obtuse Angle
60*
48°
30°
86
V-:88
84
36
w
m
38
81
78
80
98
100
m
40
36
64
76
69
S3
a
79
37
36
96
80
64
43
86
17
15
78
78
79
63
31
39
38
17
TAELS I (continued)
IHDUSTRIAL-ARTS TEACHERS CHOICES OP ITS® FOR
INCLUSION; XJJA measurement knowledge test '
, .___________ VALUE
* ’ » t'
1 
0. 1*' 
Sf 1 
B T 
f 
It 
. £
M
or
•04--
fit-
0.
. t,*T •
.. *
N
0 L
S I
I f
" T 
1
' :!
II 
03 
0 , 
H !
' I;
T«A
Inat3n3ments numbers
Scale 6:4 61Fractions- If 91
Protractor' . SO 35 l!diole;Muaibe3?ti: •. -7^7 7 106
Compass 4? 68 Mixed Numbers ; If 0g
Caliper '7 ksfetOQ■m' Multij^c&tion. : 7# . 101
Micrometer 103 la.subtraction' 6 10S
foltoetsr 104 li Addition ' ' " :4 111
itoaeter ‘ / 103 12 oifieioa ; ? 106
CiTl^er 1 86 29 ■ > :
Terms
'■
Edge 44wycr •71
Rectangle as Sf End 7 ■ 40 72
Square ;.aa 93 Face.', 64
Cube ■ 48 6f Thickness '■ ■-'33 82
Triangle "'48 73 WidtH' 32 83
Circle 32 A**Ow ymgth 33 82
Gone SO 35Soard Feet '■•74 41
Cylinder m 39 ■. ' ' ' ■ ■ • •
Hexagon 93 ■ 7a formulas'
Octagon 93 fa
ParaXielogram 93 fa 4*8' 66 as
& * m 78 37
Square Measure 7 =MM 89 26
o s'*® 90 j»c-
Square t&rd 67 48 D - 2R 83 32
Square Foot ■ 52 63 4 = #bh 93 B2
Square Inch 53 62
TABLE I(continued)
mmemSMaam f m s s E s s  Qmmm m  imms, pm 
■ x m m x s $  'W a  y ^ . w & m m  e m m m > E  test
:m w  : ; _ _J_/^ ______ . m m
k-
>;,• •'
li- 
0 .5b
n-.-z
Jmt Jm-
t
;.i
. .g
M
o i 
0
B ■•{ 
r.
■ •;
i ■ '■i
A'
; 0 X* 
■HI
f
• -i;
B
M
M:
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B-
: :.Misc©Itaiiecm0: ■ - Parts of Circle
Bosen
Ounce
Bound
.G$0S0‘
%Ufe5 •■;■ ..
Beam
.Centigrade. 
Fahrenheit
' OuMeMeasure
17
m :
as
' 67
- m : 
68 
90 
77
9€
76
:'9I
".41
-Si
’07
61
36
Circumference
Diameter
■ Radius
■ ■•Segree" '
46
31
33
67
61
69
84
86
48
•■•04
Cubic lard 
•Cubic toot 
Cubic Inch
88
m
73
32
■41
41
1 9
used toapproxit^ 
number offbeat*, i t e m s ' p i l o t e d  toe&ehseotion . 
ofthe
'Hmbe^^'''%de'®^ lotoair8' Items'-'
, ' *2 ih: .each,.neotfoiu .-i- 75; (the number of
. ./' ^.r ' .49 -'■ - ■ - ■* • test ..Items)#
„ - IfliB. number of questionnaire, .» .
JLtems to be included from 
. ' .-V ‘all sections)* ■'
naira item was developed by the use of the above formula, fhe 
test originally included more than aeveaty*five items, which 
incldently seemed suitable for a forty*five to'fifty minute 
■•time Xlnit*- this number C seventy-five) was- arrived at ex* 
permentially by giving a longer test to forty-nine Junior* 
high- school pupils' and computing the average completion time* 
One of the most satisfactory .and reliable objective* 
teat--exercises in the measurement of Industrial-a&ucation
gg
information, is the multlple*response> After, study of author*
j 1 * * * •
:itles'in the field of test construction, Xihdqulst in partie- 
ulaf,. . it was decided to- use a consistent type o f  item, 
namely*multiple-respouse, throughout the test# An attempt
; i It .< .
was also made to use as much non*verbal material as 'possible 
ag Ibid., p* 109#
; • u '• -J
!«■ W# :lindQUist^  Educational Measurement (Wash­
ington, l># 0# ' %' American JbbSeff ■o^ ' Education, 1951)* p* 173*
que^ionaaire#
ao
In the development of the multiple^espoBse items*, the
• general suggestions for construction of objective test Items.
■ listed In. Greene,- Jorgensen* and Oerherioh2^  Y/ereciosely
followed in- constructing the, test*:
J 05
The plan suggested by" Burners and Oage was adhered
to the.:,‘ directions for administering
S *
and scoring the testf6 A separate answer sheet was." devised
on
On-■which" the pupil recorded his -answers*, A manual scor­
ing 'iey was also.. developed *29'
i i *  t e s t  trxjos m w  m m s io m
1 • .
,/.. • ".the test was given to. a group of fifteen pupils-** 
five tram each of the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades
respectively# ■After study of the results,, the test was
revised and changes were made to eliminate items that 
1 , :• - 
were.too difficult, too. easy, and pOofly stated* A re­
cord of all quest ions ashed by pupils during administering 
of trial test, aided in mating .necessary.vevisioi^ :#'the'■ 
revised test had a, total/of eighty-five test items *
. ;. . . Greene, Jorgensen*. and Gerberich. op*..- eit*» pp»IIgg~'* 
196* / •
H*. H* Bemmers and H* L*. Gage *, Educational Measure­
ment and Evaluation (Hew York; Harpers' ^ r&osV.,r"i94^ J''*'pV' 197 •
26 See Appendix b> p* 59,
Off 1 '
See Appendix B# pp. 60 6^1 
S3 see Appendix B• pp * 6G-61
The number of items in Part A, the Ambers Section, was 
doubled in order to reduce error* It was, felt by the in­
vestigator that in this section, which involved arithmetic 
computation, that chance error might be introduced in single 
item presentation; thus, the number of items was double a and 
in the scoring credit for the numbers Section was halved to 
keep tiie total possible score at seventy-five. The arrange­
ment of items in the test booklet was changed to conform to 
the organisation of items in the questionnaire* The decision 
to use the timed method for giving the test was also made at 
this time* These changes necessitated a new set of directions 
and a new answer sheet with a new scoring key*
The revised test was given to thirty-four sixth, 
seventh, and eighth grade pupils# The maximum time allot­
ment for the individual sections of the test was established
at the point where 90 per cent of the pupils completed the 
29test# This suggested time schedule is included in the in­
structions for administering the test* Again the results m re
cheeked and minor revisions were made#
Following the second revision, the test was given,
50
G* M« Buch, The Objective or New-Type Examination.
(Chicago, 111
during the fall term of the school year 1951-52, to 21 sixth
grad© pupils, 55 seventh grade purils, and 145 eighth grade 
pupils for a total of 221 pupils enrolled in exploratory In­
dus trial- arts courses#3’1*
The f ear son product-moment formula was used to compute 
the reliability coefficient of the two halves of the test by 
the split-half method using the odd and even numbered items*
Tli© reliability of one-half of the test was established, and 
following this, the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula was used 
in estimating the reliability for the whole test* The standard 
error of the coefficient of correlation was computed for all 
grades* Table Ho* II reveals the numbers, Half Test Coefficients 
of Correlations, Whole Test Coefficients, of Correlations, and 
The Standard Error of, the Co of fie tents of Correlations*
III* STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
TABLE HO# II
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS AITD THE STANDARD ERROR OF 
THE COEFFICIENTS FOE THE MEASUREMENT KNOWLEDGE TEST 
GIVEN TO THE SIXTH, SEVENTH, AITD EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS
Grade Humber of 
Pupila
Coefficients of 
Correlations 
Half Test Whole Test
Standard Error 
of Coefficients
Sixth 21
Seventh 55
Eighth 145
*7869
,8012
*8477
*8807
,8895
.9176
;084
♦©48
*060
See Test* pp* 25-47
Norms for Portsmouth, Virginia school system were
52developed for tbs investigator’s own use* The percentile 
curves show that the eighth grade runs rather consistently 
above the otter two grades; however, about 18 per cent, of 
the eighth grade fall bo low the medium of the sixth grade# 
the medium of tie sixth and seventh grades vary but two points 
while the difference In medium of the seventh and eighth grades 
is four points* The of th© eighth grade is approximately 
the same as Q5 of the seventh grade* Also th© spread between 
th© sixth and seventh grad© in Q£ six points while between 
the seventh and eight grad© It is only four points*, In regards 
to Qg all three grades show approximately the same four point 
spread* The coefficient of variation between th© sixth and 
seventh grad© shows a variability of nearly 80 per cent on 
measurement knowledge * Between the seventh and eighth grade 
tills coefficient is nearly 90 per cent* Also between tbe sixth 
and eighth grade the coefficient of variability runs nearly 
91 per cent*
^  See Figure 1. p.24
24
-V
PERCENTILE
SCORE
S 30 20 50 40 50 60 70 80 90 IOC
100 6 L4E10037.5
55 30035.5 96
32833.5
1149331.5 9E
80 95 48 66
11IS 80 82 57
33 60 26 54 371925.5
26 47 28
31 141421.5
131048 1019.5
113817.5
15.5 29
1913.5
1C
9.5
FIGURE 1
PERCENTILE CURVE REPRESENTING THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF SCORES OF SIXTH, SEVENTH, AND EIGHTH GRADE 
PUPILS, ON THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS MEASUREMENT 
KNOWLEDGE TEST
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST 
MEASUREMENT KNOWLEDGE
DIRECTIONSt
This is a test of your achievement, In the elementary 
grades, of Measurement Knowledge»
The test is made up of 12 parts • Each part will be 
timed.
There are 85 questions in the test#
You are to start and stop working at Teacher*s Command# 
Try to answer all questions#
There are several answers suggested for these questions# 
Select the answer which you think is correct# Place an 
X through the letter of that answer on the answer sheet*
Do hot Mark Test Booklet* All answers must be on the 
answer sEeet#
Following is a sample question to show you how to mark 
your answers#
Sample
1* Gasoline' is sold in what way? Answer
a# pound
b# gallon 1# a# X* c• d#
c. cup 
d# ounce
Fill in the space provided for name* school* age, and 
grade* at the top of the answer sheet#
DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL COMMAND IS GIVEN:
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
PART I
1 . The picture below represents which one of the following 
measures?
a* rod
/
36
b. inch 
c* foot
d. yard
e. meter
2. The picture below represents which on of the following 
measures? a> yard
b. foot
c. meter
d. rod
e. inch
li
3. The picture below represents which one of the following 
measures? a# eighth inches
b. sixteenth inches 
c• half inches
d. quarter inches
e. inch
4. The picture below represents which one of the following
a. sixteenth inches
b. eighth inches 
c• quarter inches
d. half inches
e. inch
measures?
measures?
5. The picture below represents which one of the following
a. quarter inches
b. half inches
c. sixteenth inches 
d# inch
e# eighth inches
(TURN PAGE)
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
PART I
27
The picture below represents which one of the following 
measures?
a* eighth inches 
b. sixteenth inches 
c*. quarter inches 
d. half inches 
    e • inch
The picture below represents which one of the following 
measures?
a. sixteenth inches
b. quarter inches 
o, half inches 
d# inch
e« eighth Inches
If an inch is divided into halves which one of the answer 
below would be the correct number of parts in the inch?
-ill lit) ill It 11-tji |i|f
an inch?
an inch?
a* four
b. sixteen
c* two
d« eight
the smallest part of
a* half
b. sixteenth
c. quarter
d* eighth
the largest part of
a* sixteenth
b* half
c# eighth
d* quarter
IlBliSmiiiL ARTS Tm2
PART II
The sign ( )  is the same as which one of the following 
answers?
a# foot sign 
b* dollar sign 
o# per cent sign 
d« Inch sign
©« degree sign
This sign K°f°\ is the same as which one of the following 
answers?
a* dollar sign 
b* foot sign 
c» inch sign 
d* degree sign 
e» per cent sigh
Thin sign ( 1 } is the same as which on© of the following 
answers?
a# foot sign 
b« degree sign 
c» inch sign 
d# per cent sign 
e# dollar sign
If John wishes to order a 28 inch bike from a catalogue, 
which answer below shows the correct way to write this?
a. 28*
b. 28**
C. ZQf$>
&• 28 #
John also wishes to order a 12 foot boat, which measure 
below shows the correct way to write this?
a. 12°
b. 12**
0. 12%
a. 12*
(DO NOT TOBH PAGE)
on
a-oo
1* i/liicii answer below is the correct name for 'bottle z in the 
above picture?
a* quart
b. pint
e* gallon
d. half pint
2* vfoioh answer below is the correct name for bottle X in the 
picture?
a* pint
b. gallon 
c* quart 
d* half pint
3* flitch answer below ic correct for bottle Y in the picture?
a* gallon 
b* quart 
Gm half pint 
&• pint
4* Sight boys buy a gallon of ice cream and divide it evenly, 
which answer below shows the amount each 'would receive?
a. quart e. half pint
b. pint d* half gallon
2
/
mrnamiM* m T s  test
i n
If each boy receives a half pint of mlllc* how many boys 
'will a gallon serve?
a* 6
b. 4 
@« 16 
ci. 33
Four boys wish to dr ink a quart of chocolate milk* if 
each receives the same amount which answer below is correct?
a* gallon
b. pint 
a* half pint 
d* bfiif quart
IMOTSTR1AL ARTS TEST
PART I?
This number (75,*) is the same as which one of the 
following answers?
a# tenth 
b* whole number 
c* hundredth 
d# thousandth
This number U9) is tho same as which one of the 
following answers?
a* whole number
b. thousandth 
c«r hundredth 
d* tenth
This number (#58) is the same as v/hioh one of the 
tallowing answers?
a* thousandth 
b* hundredth 
o# whole number 
d« tenth
iAfhich answer below is a tenth?
a* ♦ 74E
b# .05
c* 7.
d* .8
if/hich answer below is a hundredth?
a# 9.
b« ♦ 74
c. •894
d. .7
(DO MOT TURN PAGE)
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INDUSTRIAL' ARTS TH8T
pa r t t
I* Tiie, picture Below represents which one of the 
following answers?
a* 45 degree angle 
b* 90 degree angle
c# ISO degree angle 
<2, 360 degree angle 
e, 75 degree angle
8* The picture Below represents which one of the 
following answers?
a* 75 degree angle 
b# 90 degree angle 
c* 180 degree angle 
df 560 degree angle 
_______________________  e* 45 degree angle
3* The picture below represents which one of the 
following answers?
a* 180 degree angle 
bf 45 degree angle 
c# 90 degree angle 
d* 560 degree angle 
e# 75 degree angle
4* The picture below represents which one of the 
following answers?
a# 360 degree angle 
b* 180 degree angle 
Ot 45 degree angle
  ■ — 1 d* 75 degree angle
©♦ 90 degree angle
5* A 90 degree angle is the sane as which one of the 
answers below?
a. circle 
b# straight line 
o» half a right angle 
d* right angle
(TURN PAO-B)
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O M3«P IT x js u t i  V
6*. A 413 degree angle is tbo soma as which one of lAe 
answers below?
a*, right angle 
b* half a right angle 
o* circle
&*■ straight line
(m MOT TORH PAGE)
Tiie picture below represents which one of the f ollov/Ing 
answers?
ar seal© (rule) 
b* compass 
cf yard stick 
d« divider
The picture below represents which one of the following
answers?
a* yard stick 
b# divider 
c* compass 
d* scale (rule)
**hich one of the instruments below would you need to 
draw a straight line?
a, compass 
b# scale (rule) 
c# divider 
d. protractor
1 t 3 4 $ <# 7 0 9 |o] III 12.
(DO HOT TORN PAGS)
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PART VII
35
1* Tliis pleture represents which one of the answers below?
a* square 
h* triangle 
c* circle 
d* rectangle 
©• octagon
This picture represents which one of the answers below?
a* rectangle 
b* cone 
square 
triangle 
circle
c*
d*
e.
3« This picture represents which one of the answers below?
a. square 
b* cube 
c* triangle 
&• circle 
e# rectangle
4* This picture represents which one of the answers below?
5.
a# rectangle
b* cube
c. circle
d* triangle
e. hexagon
most like a pancake?
a# square 
b« rectangle 
c* circle 
d* triangle
(turn p ag e)
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
PART VII
6* Which figure in the list below is most like a pat of butter?
a* rectangle 
b# circle 
c« square 
d* triangle
7* Which figure in the list below is most like a dollar bill?
a* circle
b. square 
c* rectangle 
d# triangle
8, This picture represents which one of the answers below?
a* square 
b* rectangle 
c* triangle 
d* circle 
e* trapezoid
(DO NOT TURN PAGE)
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
PART ¥111
A dozen apples could be evenly divided among how many 
boys?
a* 8 
b# 6 
■03# 15
d* 18
!ggs are usually sold by which one of the following ways?
a* bushel 
b« ounce 
c# pound 
4* dozen
Iohnfs mother brought home 34 oranges, how many dozen 
was this?
a* 6 
b* 8 
c* 4 
d# 2
A pound of candy was divided between 8 boys , how many 
ounces did each receive?
a. 8 
b* 2
C« 6  
d* 4
Mary*s mother spilled half of a pound of sugar, how 
many ounces remained?
a. 32
b. 8
0* 16
d* 4
(DO NOT TURN PAG!)
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38
$hieh on© of th© answers, below describe this number 
a* decimal 
b# whole number 
c# mixed number 
d* fraction
2* which one of th© answers below describe this number ?
a# fraction
b« decimal 
o* whole number 
d« mixed number
3* $hich one of the answers below describe this example 
(7x10)?
a# division 
b« subtraction 
c* addition 
d# multiplication
4* Which of th© answers below describe this example (8*2)7
5* Add (Work on scratch paper, mark answer on answer sheet)
a# addition 
b« division 
c* subtraction 
&» multiplication
387
42715
86
a# 47188 
b* 49189
c. 43188
d. 43178
6# Add
5^
£22r
a. 15%.
b. 15k
c. 16
d. 16'/i.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
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PART IX
7, Add
8, Add
9 • Add
5 a.* 13 H
7 4/5" to,» 14 Vao
c, 13 v$
d.• 13 V^o
2 ft. 3 in. a. 6 ft, 11 in,
4 ft. 9 in. b« 7 ft. 1 in,
c. 7 ft,
d. 6 ft, 6 in,
4 lb. 9 oz, a. 5 lb. 1 oz,
..1.lb# 8 oz. b. 6 lb. 3 OZ,
o. 6 lb, 1 oz,
d, 3 lb, 1 oz.
10, Subtract
5945 a, 1264
4672 b* 1273
  c, 1274
d. 1275
11 f Subtract
5 H- a, 2
3 1/7 b, 2 -9?^
o, 2 VB 
d, 2
12f Subtract
91 a. 39 ^
50 b, 40
C* 41 4^2.
d, 40 ^
(TURN PAGE)
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40
13* Subtract
7 lb# 7 oz* a* 2 lb* 5 oz*
5 lb* 12 oa* b* 1 lb* 11 oz*
c* 13 lb* 6 os# 
d# 1 lb* 19 os#
14* Multiplication
B yr 3 a*
* * b. *4*
c * 5 .
&*£/io
15* Multiplication
4 V x 8 %  a. 12 \
^ b. 39 H
c * 32 ^
a, z t  //0
16 * Multiplication
X '/5 a* 9 %o
v b* i re
C. 9 1/3
d. 9 .8^
17* Division
92fl564 a. 25
b. 17 
C • 15 
d* 19
IS* Division
\ / * )/ a* ^3
>1 " 4  b. 8
c # 2
d* >/2.
(TURK PAGE)
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Division
144 r  1584
Division
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X* Which answer below is the same as part X in the picture?
a. end 
b* edge 
c* face 
&* side
S* Which. answer below is the same as part Y in the picture?
a* end
b. top 
c* edge 
d* bottom
3* Whioh answer below is the same as part Z in the picture?
a* top 
b# end 
. edge 
• face
(TURIT PAGE)
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PART X
4* .Aiich answer below Is the same as part 0 in the picture?
a# width 
h# thickness 
c# length 
d# heighth
5* iliich of the answers below is the same as part ¥ in th© 
picture?
a* length 
b. thickness 
c* depth 
d* width
6* tfhich of th© answers below is the same as part # in the 
picture?
a* thickness 
b* width 
o* length 
d# depth
7* A block of wood similar to th© above picture, would have 
how many surfaces?
a* 3 
b* 4 
©» 5
a. e
8* A block of wood similar to th© above picture, would have 
how many edges?
a* 1 
b* 2 
c« 4 
d* 6
(TURN PAGE)
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9* A block of wood similar to tbs above picture* would have 
' bow many ends?
a* 6 
bf 4 
Ct 2 
d* 1
( M  not tosh pass)
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PART XI
z
1* ihich answer below is the name of part X in the above 
picture?
a* circumference 
b* radius 
c« diameter 
df degree
2* wfhich answer below is the name of part T in the above 
picture?
a* diameter 
b* radius 
c» arc
d* circumference
3# iafhich answer below is the name of part Z in the above 
picture?
a* circumference 
b* diameter 
c# degree 
d« radius
4. The diameter of a circle is the same as how many radii?
a* 4
b. 6 
C* B 
d. 8
(TURN PAGE)
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tfhioh of the parts below is the longest part of a circle?
a# diameter 
b* radius 
c* arc
d« circumference
(DO MOT TORN PAGE)
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEST
PART XII
1# Mrs. Jones* kitchen measures IS ft* by 15 ft*, how many
square feet of linoleum would she need to completely
cover the floor?
a* 27 sq* ft*
b. 45 sq* ft*
C* 180 sq* f t*
d* 90 sq* ft*
2* Mr. Brown wishes to paint his bedroom floor which
measures 15 ft* by 20 ft* If a gallon of paint will
cover 200 sq* ft* which answer shows the correct amount 
of paint needed?
a* 1 gal.
b* 1| gal.
c. 2 gal.
d. 2|r gal.
3. A square foot is made up of how many square inches?
a. 12 sq* in. 
b* 35 sq. in. 
C* 72 sq. in.
d* 144 sq. in.
(DO MOT TURN PAGE)
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AID RECOMMENDATIONS
I* SUMMARY
This study accomplished its avowed purpose to construct 
a pencil and paper test for discovering, in terms of measurement 
knowledge, the achievement level of junior-high school pupils 
at the start of an industrial-arta exploratory course* Using 
such sources as elementary text books, elementary source books, 
and the official Virginia elementary state course of study, items 
were identified for inclusion in a questionnaire which was 
designed to reveal what should be asked on a measurement knowledge 
test# The questionnaire was distributed to all white industrial- 
arts instructors in Virginia*
Of the 101 Items listed in the questionnaire forty-nine 
were selected for inclusion in the test* The forty-nine items 
were classified in the following Categories! Linear Measure, 
Symbols* Angles* Decimal Measure* Liquid Measure* Instruments, 
Humbers* Figures* Terms* Parts of Circle* Square Measure, and 
Miscellaneous* Metric Measure, Cubic Measure* and Formulas 
were not selected as suitable for test items*
Since the items for the questionnaire were identified 
from standard text books, courses of study and the like, and 
since 115 industrlal-arts instructors selected particular items
from the list* it is believed that the test had curricular 
.validity*
After the test was given to 221 sixth, sevenths and 
eighth grade pupils the reliabi"!ity of the test was computed 
using the split-half method* The "whole test.” coefficient of 
correlation for each grade was *20* *89,' *92# respectively*
It was also discovered that certain specific items such as, 
item number 6, Part VII# item numbers 2* 3* 4, and 5# Part XV, 
and. item 1, Part 1 shew the need for revision in order to make 
tho test more effective.
The percentile curves for the three grades show each to 
be approximately the same variability in measurement knowledge
I.* COlICLUSIOhS
On the basis of the foregoing data* the following con­
clusions seem to be Justified*
1* The test was reliable statistically*
2# The test was valid* Tho tost seemingly had curri­
cular validity*
3* Cn the basis of the results it is concluded that tin 
test has value,- when used as an achievement test* in locating 
individual differences on the individual as well as the class 
level in industrial-arts measurement knowledge*
50
4* The test needs revision before it may ba given 
effectively to additional groups*
II. REG0MS3HDATI0IS
In view of the above conclusions the following 
recommendations are made:
1. A further study of Industrial-arts readiness to 
determine the factors necessary for inclusion In an industrial- 
arts test should materially aid In the development of this type 
of testing*
2. The development of a skill factor test of measurement 
would be another worthwhile addition to supplement the measure­
ment knowledge test*
BIBL1O0HAFH3T
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APPENDIX A*
4 Lawrence Circle 
Portsmouth, Va.
May 16, 1951
Dear Sir*
Dr. B. H. Van Oot, State Supervisor of Trade and 
Industrial Education in Virginia, has given me permission 
to send questionnaires to the Industrial Arts Instructors 
of the State, in order that I may secure information for 
use in the construction of a diagnostic industrial arts 
test of measurement skill and knowledge. This test to be 
designed for use on the junior high level.
It is hoped that the study, of which the test is to 
be a part, will be of value to industrial arts instructors 
as an aid in improving course planning in the light of 
individual differences of pupils.
All information you submit will be treated confident­
ially and impersonally. Names and places will not be used 
in the study.
Your immediate attention will be greatly appreciated, 
a copy of the completed test will be sent on request.
Sincerely yours,
Chester H. Gutzler

FOLLOW-UP-CABD
(co n )
5/23/51
Dear Sirl
Thank yon for your prompt response to my 
questionnaire* If. you- have so requested* a 
copy of test will; he sent you' upon its oom» 
,#letioo*
In ease you have not* as yet# completed 
the questionnaire* please do so at your ' • 
earliest couvlence* as your reply is recess-* 
ary for the construction of this test#
Sincerely#
Cheater H. Gutsier
APPENDIX B
m m Cfiois foe admiiiisteeibg 
AID 
SC0H2ICG TEST
There is a. total of seventy five .possible points on 
this test.# fiie arithmethlc section {Part XX) Is scored one 
half point for each correct answer# Provide scrap paper 
‘for'working this section# Apply rules of good testing 
when administering this test# When scoring count only cor­
rect answers#
SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDULE
Part X 6 minutes
Part II 2 minute#
fart III ' $ minutes
fart TV 2 minutes
fart V a minutes
fart VI a minutes
fart VII 5 minutes
fart VIII 2 minutes
fart IX is minutes
fart X 4 minutes
fart XI 2 minutes
fart XII 2 minutes
TOTAL TIME 45 MXWTSS
• ^
1EASTOEMM? KHOWtEDGE $&S*£ 
AWSWBR SHBEf 
KE5T
l i l -;; .. . .. . , ...... SCOHE M B  ,... ■:■•■■
m m m     ........   ( m m  l m e l ,•......
P1EECTX0HSI Place m  X through the letter corresponding 
■ to the choice of correct answer*
#ar® -i v
' X* a. b* c* (fil e.f 
0# a#' (§)* c> <5* e* 
%  a#, b* d* ■ ©* 
A*.. a* b* -d* e« 
84. a* b * 04i-. d*
6*.. a* h# ©%■■■ a* €| 
7* (§* b* c* a*. 04
a* &* b«- <|X a*
04 a*dk o*; a* .04
104 a »: 05» 04 a 4, 0#:
fjm it
I* a# b« 0• (cp* e*
0; a* b* 04 m  
? f @  A* 0* f4 04 
a .4. a* 0# d* 0# 
S4 a# b* O4 <dj 04
PAKf-.lll
It.- a# b# 04 0t 
0* a* b* Qv# 4* 04
3#, a* b* e« <§X 0*
4* a* 0# ©*
0* a, b# d. 0*
64. a* b* d  d* e*
?mt I?
1* a*CfeX a* d* a# 
a# a# b* 0# x£l -04 
3» &« Cl 0* d* ©4 
4* a# h# a# <dl ©; 
a* a4 w* a# d* 04
X* a* h* 0 * Qx © t
S 4 04 z^* 04 d* 04 
04 a4.®» 04 d # 04
4* a#' $1- 0# di 04 
04 0* h f 04 (»4 04 
•St - 04 \m 04 44 04;
PABf VX
X# <&>. b* ©4 4f ©♦ 
a 4 a# b* (cjj 04 0.4 
-34 a*. <Kl 0 -4- d* 0 .4,
PMf fll
It a* b* (cl d* ©♦ 
04 04 b-#. (@4 d« 04 - 
3# a* b* C ,4 d* (©1 
4 4 a# (Si c# d* o; 
5* a. b« (Si d# e #
6 4 a# b* ©  d* © 4  
7# 0 * b# d  d# 0 4
8 *  0 4  b #  d  d t  ©4
Ik' a, b-4 c-♦ ©♦
0# a 4 b# C4 © #
$4 a* b# o* (§4 ©♦ 
4# 04 (n* o* ‘ d# e# 
3# 04 b* d  d* ei 
&* a r h  <04 a* ©4 
74 ai b* Ct (Si a#
84 04 b« d# ©4 
9* at b.4 Cv dt e*
1 0 4  0 f (bl C-4 d# © 4
XIf a# dilV c# d*- ©|t
12*4 04 ®4 dU dt ©4
IS# at Of. df ei
Id* 0f Qm> Of, d* ©# 
XS>:* a 4 (j^w '■ 0 *. d* ■; e * 
Id* a# c 4. d*t.-'©*
17,4 a • (|p$* .-O* d* ©4 
18* a* b* @l d* e* 
Iff. 0f :JS- Oi.df ©# 
20* a* bt d* e*
¥MM %
PABf VIII
1* a*(S* ©» d* ©* ,
2. 04 b* c* ©  e* '
3* a# b. 0* <df ©4-
4 t  0 4  O f  d *  ©4  .
5* a* \bl O* d* 0 4
X*. .0.4-■b* dt e#
2f, 04 b* df © #
3.#
4f
0f.
04.,
m
-b,4
■df ©f 
df e*
bt
tf
b* 04 ©4
64 b# 04 d* 04
7. 04 b# 0# ©4
8* a* ® A* d* ©49* a« b* <2i d* 0 4
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